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Klingspor presents:
The new range of retail products
They are finally here: Klingspor’s popular and premium abrasives are now available in smaller 
packaging units! Expand your extensive selection by our high-quality abrasives and tap into new 
groups of customers. 

Comprising nearly 300 products, Klingspor’s range of retail products covers both off-hand sanding 
applications and sanding with handheld machines. We made sure to include the most commonly 
used machine types, dimensions and hole patterns. Aside from single package units of self-fastening 
discs, strips, sheets, abrasive sponges and small abrasive mops, the bulk of the new range is made up 
of sets offering various grit sizes. Better yet, the selection now also includes all standard cutting-off 
wheels, packaged in a convenient tin with viewing window.

Offer your customers professional abrasives in smaller packaging units, letting them choose exactly 
the amount they need.



Sanding in the trade industry

Joiners, carpenters and cabinetmakers
Klingspor’s range of retail products includes a 
large number of products for the woodworking 
sector. Covering all common machine types 
from random orbital sanders to orbital 
sanders and delta sanders, it also offers a 
multitude of products for off-hand sanding.

Drywall installers
Drywall installers often need to sand joints or 
transitions between plasterboard panels or ceilings. 
Klingspor’s retail range encompasses products for long 
neck sanders and provides for efficient sanding in areas 
that are hard to reach.

Painters and varnishers
The application of any new coat of paint or varnish requires 
that all remnants of old paint or varnish be removed. For this 
type of application, Klingspor offers aggressive abrasives that 
deliver a long service life. Their special coatings allow the 
abrasives to sand the surfaces for a long time and with great 
efficiency.

Metal workers
Besides cutting-off wheels in small packaging 
units, Klingspor’s range of retail products 
also provides file belts in the most customary 
 dimensions. Metal workers can rely on the 
quality and performance they have come to 
expect from Klingspor’s products.

Plumbers
Common applications in the plumbing trade involve 
the severing, cutting to size and cleaning of pipes. For 
these types of applications, Klingspor’s range of retail 
products offers scores of products capable of serving 
the individual needs of the industry. 



The appealing design will 
capture attention in any  
retail store 

Clear instructions for 
use – only the pictograms 
of the recommended 
application

Their striking design is a perfect match with 
other types of Klingspor packaging, e.g. those 
used for diamond cutting blades and brushes

The sticker with EAN 
code includes the 
item number and the 
country of origin

All relevant  
pictograms on  
the reverse

Packaging can be opened from either side – the 
cut-out on the front side reflects the shape of 
the product on the inside and allows the user to 
experience the product haptically.

Sticker containing all specific 
 information relevant to the product: 
Dimensions in millimetres and 
 inches, grit size, product type  
and self-fastening pictogram

Neutral pictogram of 
the machine – always 
up to date



Our new packaging concept helps the customer find 
their way around the product range with ease as it 
ensures that all key information on safety and use is 
included. The packaging itself offers easy-to-understand 
pictograms along with a cut-out that lets the customer 
examine the abrasive. This gives your customers an 
opportunity to experience the product haptically, which 
is of pivotal relevance to the purchasing decision.



Machine Application / 
Material Product type Dimensions in mm

 

  

FP 77 K T-ACT 150 / Set*

PS 77 CKT-ACT 150

FP 77 K T-ACT 125 / Set*

PS 77 CKT-ACT
125

125, 150 / Sets*

    

HARD

PS 21 FK 150

 
PS 18 EK 150

 
PS 18 EK 125

 

   

AN 400

125

150

125, 150 / Sets*

 PS 33 B/C K

125

150

 
PS 22 K

125

150

Backing pads 
for abrasive 
discs

PP 555

125

150

225

   

HARD

PS 21 FK 125

Machine Application / 
Material Product type Dimensions in mm

 

   

AN 400

115 × 230

70 × 125

80 × 133

93 × 178

 PS 33 B/C K

115 × 230

70 × 125

80 × 133

93 × 178

 
PS 22 K

115 × 230

70 × 125

80 × 133

 

   

AN 400 103 × 115

 PS 33 B/C K

103 × 115

115 × 105

115 × 115

 
PS 22 K

103 × 115

115 × 105

 

   

AN 400 98 × 148 / Set*

 PS 33 B/C K 98 × 148

 
PS 22 K 98 × 148

Product finder

Paint Filler

Fe NF metals GlassVarnish

Wood

HARD
Hardwood

Metal Plastic

* Sets contain 3 different grit sizes

Stainless 
steel

Steel



Machine Application / 
Material Product type Dimensions in mm

 

   

AN 400 96 / Set*

 PS 33 B/C K 96

 
PS 22 K 96

 PS 33 B/C K 225

 

   

AN 400 225

    

Fe
LS 309 XH

100 × 560

100 × 610

75 × 457

75 × 533

75 × 533, 
75 × 457, 
100 × 610, 
100 × 560 / 
Sets*

 

 
Fe

CS 310  XF

10 × 330

13 × 457

13 × 610

 

   
KM 613

40 × 20 × 6

60 × 30 × 6

80 × 30 × 6

Machine Application / 
Material Product type Dimensions in mm

  

Fe
CS 561

115 × 22

125 × 22

 

   
KL 375 J 115 × 5000

   
PL 31 B 115 × 5000

 PS 33 B/C K 115 × 5000

  PS 30 D 115 × 5000

 

 
Fe KL 371 X 230 × 280

 
PL 31 B 230 × 280

  

 

PS 11 A 230 × 280

PS 11 C 230 × 280

 

    NPA 400 152 × 229

  

SK 500 98 × 68 × 25

SK 700 A
125 × 89 × 25

89 × 125 × 25

SW 501 96 × 123 × 12.5

For the detailed product overview, log on to www.klingspor.co.za  
or scan the QR code

Random orbital 
sander

Orbital sander

Mouse sander

Long neck sander

Hand tool belt 
grinder

Angle grinder

Portable orbital 
sander

Delta sander

Handheld belt 
sander

Die grinder Off-hand sanding

Drilling machine Hand block

Flexible shaft
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Your specialist dealer:

Klingspor Abrasives  
South Africa (Pty) Ltd
 
No 2 Spartan Road,
Spartan, Johannesburg,
South Africa 
Tel:  +27(011) 392 3030
Fax:  +27(011) 392 2040
E-Mail: info@klingspor.co.za
Web www.klingspor.co.za

/KlingsporSouthAfrica

/company/klingsporag

/klingspor_ag

/klingspor_ag


